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Abstract—Fake malicious accounts are one of the primary
causes of the deterioration of social network content quality.
Numerous such accounts are generated by attackers to achieve
multiple nefarious goals, including phishing, spamming, spoofing, and promotion. These practices pose significant challenges
regarding the availability of credible data that reflect realworld social media interactions. This has led to the development
of various methods and approaches to combat spammers on
social media networks. Previous studies, however, have almost
exclusively focused on studying and identifying English-language
spam profiles, whereas the problem of malicious Arabic-language
accounts remains under-addressed in the literature. In this
paper, therefore, we conduct a comprehensive investigation of
malicious Arabic-language campaigns on Twitter. The study
involves analyzing the accounts of these campaigns from several
perspectives, including their number, content, social interaction
graphs, lifespans, and day-to-day activities. In addition to exposing their spamming tactics, we find that these spam accounts are
more successful in avoiding Twitter suspensions that has been
previously reported in the literature.

the problem of malicious users or campaigns is not recent;
however, for Arab users, few studies have been presented
to detect such activities at the account and individual tweet
levels. Although some attempts have been made to analyze
Arabic-language social media spammers [10], [11], this area
is still insufficiently explored, as only traditional spammers
have been investigated. Besides this and to our knowledge,
there is no previous work investigating Arab spammers at the
campaign level or investigating various aspects such as their
spamming strategies. Therefore, an extensive analysis study
has particular importance given the recent aggressive activity
of malicious campaigns in the Arabic-language Twittersphere,
where every day, malicious users flood trending topics with
a tremendous amount of spam and low-quality content (more
details in Section IV-B3).

Social media networks have profoundly affected life today
and have become massive platforms for communication and
information exchange. A remarkable example of this influence
is the role of social media in the Arab Spring, which was
extensively reported in the literature [1], [2], [3].People have
embraced such web platforms as independent media not subject to political parties or organizations. Today, in a highly
volatile political setting, social media networks continue to
play the same critical role in the Arab world. Researchers also
utilize this social media data to extract information for various
objectives such as opinion mining for the Arabic language [4],
event detection [5], [6], and rumor detection [7].

This paper presents an empirical analysis of two malicious
Arabic-language campaigns on Twitter. Compared to other
groups in our dataset, they have the highest numbers of fake
accounts and the longest periods of such harmful activities.
The overall goal of this analysis is to extensively investigate
the content and behavior of the two groups, including their
numbers of accounts, tactics, lifespans, and methods used
to control their large numbers of profiles. Accordingly, six
hundred profiles of the two campaigns have been analyzed
and split into two generations: one generation’s activities were
recorded for Apr-Dec 2018 and the second one’s for AugSep 2019. Through this analysis, many results are revealed
regarding malicious Arabic-language groups, including how
they coordinate accounts in clusters, how they use the clusters
to target trending topics, their group interaction characteristics,
the content characteristics described by the tweet functions,
and the self-similarity ratios of the profiles. This study also
addresses the expected lifetimes of such accounts as well as
how they manage to run a large number of accounts (i.e.,
manually or using software).

The number of Arabic-language users on social media networks, including ill-intentioned individuals, increased tremendously after the Arab spring [8]. Some users misuse these
websites to share inappropriate, deceptive, and offensive material, for intrusive advertising, public opinion manipulation,
and to spread malicious malware, for example. They usually
manage an enormous number of accounts known as campaigns
and employ different spamming strategies to achieve their
goals. Besides restricting freedom of expression, the quality
of social media content as an informative tool used for various
purposes is inevitably diminished by these actions. There
exists an extensive literature on this topic [9], indicating that

Having greater insight into the activity of malicious campaigns will provide useful information about the quality and
credibility of social network data. Such information is essential
not only for the spam detection field but also for other areas
that rely on social network data. Thereby, this study attempts
to provide an in-depth insight into the current situation of
Arabic-language trending topics and malicious campaigns,
and more specifically, their strategies for abusing trending
topics to maximize the distribution of their content as well as
identifying the primary characteristics of such accounts and
comparing them with the features of spammers as reported in
the literature. In addition, through a two-month experiment,
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this study tries to analyze the lifespans and daily activities of
the campaign accounts, as well as the Twitter system’s ability
to detect Arabic-language social media spam accounts.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II
describes previous related works, and Section III discusses
the dataset collection process. Section IV is divided into three
major sections: the first introduces the number of campaigns’
accounts (Section IV-A), the second provides an in-depth
analysis of the main groups’ characteristics, including the
groups’ interaction graphs, spamming strategies, and content
attributes (Section IV-B), and (Section IV-C) discusses the
practice of managing spam accounts. Section V summarizes
the findings of this in-depth study. Section VI provides a
summary of this paper, including the conclusion and
suggestions for future work.
Finally, we note that a part of this paper appeared
previously as a conference publication [12]. This part was
included in the Data Analysis section in the conference paper,
in which we briefly presented the clusters’ organization and
the automated behavior of the campaigns’ accounts. Our main
contributions for the journal version include an expanded
detailed analysis that covers several aspects of these groups.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Malicious Campaign Studies
Detecting individual malicious accounts on the scale of an
entire social network is a costly and time-wasting approach. A
study [13] highlighted the importance of addressing malicious
accounts at the group level, which is often a more feasible and
effective solution. The group-level detection approach identifies campaign accounts according to their common materials
or objectives, which in turn raises the bar for the attackers
to evade detection. Creating unique content or running every
single account separately to hide the similarity among the
group would greatly increase the costs and time to administer
these accounts; therefore, researchers have suggested several
systems and strategies expose various types of malicious
accounts at the campaign level. For instance, a study [14]
proposed examining the social graph between users and pages
to reveal Fake-Likes campaigns on Facebook, and several
studies have used the synchronized behavior and timing of
social spammers’ fraud activities, fake Twitter followers, and
malicious retweeter groups to expose their accounts on Twitter [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]. Besides, a variety of analysis
studies have been carried out to understand the various aspects
of social spammers. Yang et al. [20] examined spammers’
social graphs to identify the relationships and supporters of
these accounts and showed that they are socially connected
in communities and, in a number of cases, are supported by
legitimate accounts. A study [21] investigated spammers’
strategies to enhance their influence scores by following real
users as well as each other on Twitter. Lastly, Gupta et al. [22]
conducted a large-scale analysis study of spam campaigns on
multiple social platforms that used telephone numbers to lure
victims.
B. Detecting Spam in Arabic Social Networks Content
Most of the literature has focused mainly on Englishlanguage spammers and has made fewer attempts for non-

English language users, even though spammers’ strategies
probably vary from one region to another given the fact that
they evolve and find a new spamming method over time [23].
This section provides a brief overview of the body of related
work, with a focus on detecting Arabic-language spammers in
social networks.
One of the earliest empirical analyses of Arabic-language
spammers presented by Al-Khalifa et al. [10], in which the authors examined the content and social graphs of these accounts,
showed that they are still naive. A comprehensive investigation
conducted by [11] studied the characteristics of long-surviving
but eventually suspended Arabic Twitter accounts, and in this
study, the authors compared these accounts with short-lived
suspended accounts in terms of their content, activity, and
linguistic attributes. Accordingly, they found that the shortlived group had a high self-similarity ratio compared to the
long-lived group. Regarding the degree of activities such as
gaining more followers or friends and posting tweets, the longlived group was more active, and meanwhile, they avoided
excessive behavior such as posting large numbers of tweets.
Research by [24] reported that spam tweets constitute
about three-quarters of Saudi Arabia’s trending tweets. The
study also assessed the efficiency of well-known features that
are designed based on English spam profiles in detecting
Arabic spam accounts. First, they selected a range of
features that combine profile and content characteristics to
reflect the reputation and replication characteristics of an
account, and then they compared the performance of the
selected features and the model and features proposed by [25]
that was also tested on the Arabic dataset. The results
indicated that the selected features performed better than the
model proposed by [25] in detecting Arab spam profiles. To
classify spam at the tweet level, the authors in [26] designed a
classification scheme that used content-based features such
as the number of URLs, hashtags, phone numbers, and spam
words presentin a tweet.
Considering that automation technology can be used for
malicious purposes such as spamming, an attempt by [27]
was made to expose automated Arabic tweets. The proposed
system tested different factors to identify a tweet as an automatic or manually generated tweet. In addition to the degree
of formality of the tweet, several structure-based features such
as the length of the tweet are employed in the classification
decision. Nonetheless, automated tweets need not necessarily
be malicious tweets, as there were no specific rules in the article to differentiate between malicious and benign automated
tweets.
III. DATASETS COLLECTION
To collect a sufficient set of data, a Python crawler that
uses Twitter API functions is developed to gather the required
information. The crawler was first used to randomly collect
tweets and users from Saudi Arabian trending topics, from
which we excluded non-Arabic profiles. Using the crawler
over 4, 000 different identifiers and 160, 000 tweets are
assembled. We then manually annotated 1, 000 legitimate
accounts out of the random set of users. To investigate
malicious campaigns, a collection of accounts exhibiting
spam-like behaviors such as sharing duplicate tweets and
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URLs were also gathered from trending topics in Saudi
Arabia. Following that, we looked at the content and practices
of these accounts, classifying individuals with similar or
duplicate materials as a group, which is a sample strategy used
by several previous studies [22], [28], [29]. The dataset
eventually located two campaigns that stood out significantly
from the rest of the collected groups. The first campaign
consisted of 200 spamming accounts that shared a duplicate
URL to an external website. The second group also had 200
accounts, and their work focused on the promotion of
unfamiliar, unlicensed medicinal brands. Aside from having
the longest periods of such harmful activities, two campaigns
were discovered to have the highest number of fake accounts
when compared to other groups. We, therefore, chose to focus
our attention on these two campaigns (spammers and
promoters). In addition, 200 accounts from second-generation
(spammer and promoter) campaigns are added to the dataset in
order to investigate them in depth and track their behavior
over time.
IV. IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS
A. The Number of Campaigns’ Accounts
Our preliminary analysis of the number of accounts corresponding to the spammers’ and promoters’ campaigns shows
that at any given time, they operate numerous accounts to
spread their content, and that suspended or deleted campaigns’
accounts will constantly be replaced by a new generation. As
shown in Table I, the spammers’ accounts (S_G1), which had
activity from Oct to Dec 2018, were all eventually suspended
by Twitter, and the attackers replaced them with (S_G2). The
same thing goes for the promoters’ group (P_G1) and their
second-generation (P_G2). The accounts shown in Table I
comprise the total number of accounts analyzed in the course
of this study and do not reflect the actual number of campaign
accounts.
For both campaigns, as Table I shows, the age of the
accounts is above 1, 500 days (4 years) on average. By
contrast, several studies for non-Arabic spammers found that
these accounts tend to have a young age, of less than 200 days
[25], [30], [31]. The long lifetime of the spammers’ ac- counts
implies that these accounts are compromised accounts, i.e.,
accounts that have been stolen from legitimate owners and
which exhibit dramatic changes in behavior and content
patterns [32], [33]. To confirm that, the account’s tweets and
profile are manually inspected to see if there was any evident
behavioral change such as excessive posting rate, sharing
spam URLs, and sharing duplicate content. The following
points summarize the results of the experiment:
 According to the findings of this study, the majority of
campaign accounts shared duplicated tweets in their
most recent activities, whereas the first tweets were
genuine tweets that did not include spam or
duplicated links. In addition to the duplicated content,
the tweet source, which is the utility used to post the
tweet, was the most common sign of behavioral
changes that we observed in our dataset.

 Through additional content analysis, two classes of account are identified; the first class includes
accounts in which the old tweets (genuine tweets that
are not duplicated, nor contain a spam link) are still
there, and represents about 36.52% of the accounts in
our dataset, and the second class involves accounts in
which the old tweets were deleted (approximately
63.74% of the ac- counts). For the second class, we
found several accounts that had explicitly used some
service (such as Tweet Delete) to automatically delete
all the old tweets1.
 By analyzing the activity timelines of the campaign
accounts, significant time gaps in the histories of these
ac- counts can be observed which range between six
months and four years; in the case of profiles in the
first class particularly, the time between the last
genuine tweet and the first spam tweet (Figure 1(a)),
and in the case of accounts in the second class, the
time between the account’s creation date and the first
tweet date, as shown in Figure 1(b). As Figure 1
shows, the creation date and the last genuine tweet
most frequently occurred before 2018, and all the
spam tweets were sent by the end of 2018 or in 2019.
 Figure 2 shows an example of a compromised account
used in spamming activity. There is a significant differ
ence in the behavioral patterns of the account’s tweets
before 2015 and the tweets in 2018, which involve
duplicated tweets and using a different tweet source.
 The time gaps and the accounts’ behavioral changes
provide clear evidence that most of the accounts
used by the two campaigns are compromised
accounts.
B. The Main Characteristics of Malicious Groups
The results for the main groups’ characteristics are pre
sented in the subsections below, where various analytical
methods are used to investigate the groups’ interaction graphs,
spamming strategies, and content attributes.
1) Groups’ Interaction Graphs: In contrast to traditional
spammers who aggressively and randomly share unsolicited
content, both the promoters’ and spammers’ groups have
shown high organizational levels. The two groups manage their
large numbers of accounts in small-scale clusters of connected
accounts, with about 4 to 18 profiles in each cluster. Individual clusters work autonomously toward a specific goal, e.g.,
each group in a promoters’ campaign promotes a particular
medicine with the same brand name. Similarly, in a spammers’
campaign, each cluster takes advantage of specific trending
stories and encourages people to follow a hyperlink (a spam
URL) to learn more details about the trending topic. Despite
that, not all the groups are entirely independent in terms of
their content, as we found that some of the groups share similar
content.

1

https://tweetdelete.net/
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TABLE I.

GROUP DESCRIPTIONS AND METADATA STATISTICS

Activity Type

Activity Duration

Number of Accounts

Account Age

Followers

Friends

(S_G1)

Spreading spam URLs

Oct-Dec 2018

200

1,604 days

116.32

236.85

(S_G2)

Spreading spam URLs

Aug-Sep 2019

100

1,511 days

178.35

142.43

(P_ G1)

Promoting unlicensed medicines

Apr-Oct-Dec 2018

200

1,894 days

53.29

134.95

(P_ G2)

Promoting unlicensed medicines

Aug-Sep 2019

100

1,510 days

138.98

416.32

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Class 1. Accounts for which Old Tweets were not Deleted; (b) Class 2. Accounts for which Old Tweets were Deleted.

Twitter’s tweet-rating tools, which assess tweets according to
overall engagement, for instance, the number of retweets, likes,
or replies. It is worth mentioning that the ―best tweets‖ tab is
the default tab for trending topics and the place where people
often look for the most influential tweets.
In a general sense, the campaign accounts work or interact together within clusters. To visualize their organized
behavior and interactions, a campaign interaction graph is
constructed, which is defined as G=(V,E), where V is the
graph’s vertices/accounts and E is the edges that connect two
vertices if there is an interaction between them [23]. In the
interaction graph, three types of interaction between accounts
is defined: retweets, replies, and mentions. We utilized the
Networkx package2 to build an undirected graph that shows
the accounts’ interactions from the topological point of view.
The observations about the interaction graph are discussed in
the following points:
Fig. 2. An Example of a Spam Account Activity over Time; Last
Genuine Tweet was on Oct 1, 2014, and First Spam Tweet Occurred on Mar
26, 2018. Twitter for iPhone is the Source of the Last Genuine Tweet, and
Twitter Web Client is the Sourceof the Spam Tweets.

A distinct spamming strategy is identified by studying the
campaign clusters and their account interactions. This strategy
is mainly developed to invade and flood hashtags and trending
topics with unsolicited tweets. The accounts are organized
and assigned to a specific social role inside a cluster, as
follows. The clusters involve one or more central accounts
whose role or task is posting original (spam or promoting)
tweets. Then, a set of accounts regularly retweet, replay, and
generally interact with whatever the central accounts share.
Attackers with this strategy are guaranteed to reach a large
group of users, especially in trending topics. This tactic will
also promote spam to the ―best tweets‖ tab by manipulating

 Because the clusters are often independent of each
other and follow the same strategy, we have chosen to
vi- sualize the interaction graph at a cluster level
rather than visualize all the campaign accounts’
interactions. In addition, the interaction graph for three
clusters is constructed to demonstrate the differences
between the genuine and spammer classes: spammers,
promoters, and genuine, with equal numbers of tweets
and accounts. The clusters’ interaction graphs were
built according to their accounts’ most recent 20
tweets ((Figure 3 (a), Figure 4 (a), and Figure 5 (a))
or their overall tweets ((Figure 3 (b), Figure 4 (b),
and Figure 5 (b)) (see Figure 3 (a ,b), Figure 4 (a ,b),
and Figure 5 (a ,b) ).
2

https://networkx.github.io/
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 The groups organized behavior is very clearly
shown in Figure 3 (a), and Figure 4 (a), in which
ac-counts intensely interact with the central accounts
in the clusters (the red node is the main central
account). For the spammers’ cluster, 26 nodes/accounts
and 144 edges/interactions for nine accounts are
found in their last 20 tweets, and similarly, there are
21 nodes/accounts and 104 edges/interactions in the
promoters’ graph. In contrast, in the genuine graph
Figure 5 (a), there are 49 nodes/accounts and 49
edges/interactions, which indicates a more genuine or
organic behavior.

significantly different from genuine accounts’ content as a
result of their distinct ill-intentioned use of social networks. In
this way, they attempt to maximize their content distribution by
intensively posting duplicate texts and URLs or aggressively
exploiting the network’s services, e.g., hashtags, mentions,
URLs, and photos. Therefore, in this section investigates
the content characteristics of Arabic spam campaigns in two
aspects: using the tweet functions and the self-similarity and
word frequency of the spammers’ language.

 To assess graph connectivity, Table II presents the average clustering coefficients of the spammer and promoter groups’ graphs. A clustering coefficient (CC)
is a measure that indicates if the graph nodes are part
of a highly connected graph [34]. Despite the large
number of edges/interactions in the spammer and
promoter groups’, the average CCs of the accounts is
zero, which indicates that their graph topology is a
star. In other words, all the accounts’ interactions are
directed to the central accounts, and the central
accounts do not interact with each other.

Fig. 3. (a) The Interaction Graph of 9 Spam Accounts according ot their
Most Recent 20 Tweets. (b) The Interaction Graph Forthe Same Spam
Group a ccording to all their Tweets.

 As stated in Table II, the graph diameter of the
spammer and promoter groups is equal to two, which
indicates that there is a node that connects with every
other node in the graph. Clearly, the central accounts
are the nodes that connect all the other accounts,
which is also reflected by the maximum degree of
centrality and maximum closeness centrality
properties of the groups’ graphs.

Fig. 4. (a) The Interaction Graph of 9 Promoters’ Accounts according to
their Most Recent 20 Tweets. (b) The Interaction Graph for the Same
Promoters’ Group according to all their Tweets.

Remarkably, we found a few isolated spam and promoter
accounts that operated as a single account and posted tweets
without further interaction with other accounts. Also, several
promoters’ accounts that had a strategy different from what
has been discussed in this section are found. They abuse the
―mention‖ function to reach a particular audience or user in
the trending topics rather than many users. More specifically,
they mention or reply to popular accounts or top tweets in a
specific topic with their promotion tweets, which is a wellknown strategy for spammers [35].
2) Groups’ content attributes: Several previous
studies: have highlighted the importance of content-based
features [31], [36], [37] in identifying social media spammers.
Generally, the content or language model of the spammers is

Fig. 5. (a) The Interaction Graph of 9 Genuine Accounts according to their
Most Recent 20 Tweets. (b) The Interaction Graph for the Same Genuine
Group according to all their Tweets.

GROUPS’ GRAPH PROPERTIES

TABLE II.

Spammers

Promoters

Genuine

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

Clustering Coefficient

0

0

0

0

0.0292

0.00889

Average Degree

11.1

4.9

9.9

3.1

2

2.1

Graph Diameter

2

6

2

4

7

6

Maximum Degree Centrality

0.72

0.42

0.65

0.5

0.61

0.31

Maximum Closeness Centrality

0.78

0.41

0.74

0.51

0.56

0.46

Maximum Betweenness Centrality

0.06

0.59

0.05

0.66

0.84

0.52
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Various statistics from the accounts’ tweets for the content
attributes are first collected, such as the numbers of URLs,
photos, and hashtags. Figure 6 (a, b, c, and d) plotted a cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the content attributes
to compare between the spammer and promoter groups and
the genuine accounts in our dataset. The points listed below
discuss the findings:
 Spammer groups exhibit aggressive behavior in using
most of the tweet functions, in which they post many
links, hashtags, and photos per tweet. Additionally,
their content attributes vary considerably from the
genuine accounts and promoters’ accounts, as shown in
Figure 6 (a, c, and d).
 Promoters’ accounts show similar patterns across
multiple attributes to the genuine accounts as opposed
to spammers, as shown in Figure 6 (a, b, and c).
 As shown in Figure 6 (d), the unique URL ratio
exhibits the highest divergence between the three
classes in our dataset.
To estimate the semantic similarity of pairwise tweets for
the campaign accounts, we take the average of the word
embeddings of all words in the pair tweets and then compute
the distance between the resultant sentences’ vectors by using
cosine similarity. The pre-trained word2vec model [38] is used
to obtain the embedding vectors of the words. As shown
in Figure 7 (a), the self-similarity [11] of 40% of both the
spammers’ and promoters’ accounts is greater than 0.7, while
less than 1% of the genuine accounts reach the same percent of
similarity. Additionally, the new generations of the campaign

accounts follow almost the same distributions as the old
suspended accounts, as shown in Figure 7 (b). The high selfsimilarity ratio suggests that these accounts are designed to
deliver or distribute one message, which conforms with
our findings in the previous section. More precisely, these
accounts concentrate on promoting, for example, a particular
service or medicine in the case of promoters’ accounts or
taking advantage of a specific controversial story in the case
of spammers’ accounts.
 In addition to their high self-similarity, the spammers’
and promoters’ accounts often use the same sets of
words to deliver their messages. Figure 8 shows the
average of newly introduced words in the accounts’
tweets through- out 100 tweets. As Figure 8 shows,
genuine accounts use 6 to 8 new words in each new
tweet, while both the spammers and promoters
introduce two new words over their new tweets, which
are more likely to be either keywords or hashtags in
trending topics.
 A further interesting observation is that spammers’
campaign tweets mostly relate to trending topics or
hash- tags. For example, if there is a trending story or
viral news, these accounts usually claim that their
spam URLs provide more information about the story.
This stands in contrast to many previous studies that
have described the spam tweets as tweets that are
irrelevant to the topics [9], [23], [35]. In general terms,
both campaigns post content that is easily detectable
and varies from the material of real users.

Fig. 6. (a). Number of URLs Contained in the Accounts’ 100 Tweets. (b). Number of Photos in the Tweets. (c). Number of hashtags Contained in the
Accounts’ Last 100 Tweets. (d). Number of Unique URLs vs. Number of Shared URLs.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a). Comparison between the Three Classes’ Accounts (Spammers, Promoters, and Genuine) in Terms of their Self- Similarity Ratios. (b) Comparison
between Old Suspended Generation of Campaigns and New Active Accounts.

retweet, and mention tweets), numbers of total tweets, numbers
of followers and friends, and the current state of the accounts
(i.e., active or suspended). Additionally, to examine their social
interaction patterns, we tracked new tweets, total received
retweets, and favorites.

Fig. 8. Average Number of New Words over the Accounts’ Last100
Tweets.

3) The campaigns’ accounts lifespan and daily activ-ities:
As previously mentioned in Section IV-A, the two campaigns
constantly replace the suspended accounts with new ones. As
a result, they have the most extended durations of spamming
activities and the most significant numbers of fake accounts
(see Section IV-A). This section addresses the accounts’
lifespans in order to answer the following questions:
(1) how do attackers leverage these accounts to obtain the
maximum possible output? (2) what are the average lifespans
of these accounts? (3) how can these accounts avoid the
Twitter detection system? (4) among the different kinds of
spammer and promoter activities, which ones are the fastest
to be detected by Twitter? And (5) among the spammer and
promoter accounts, which ones can survive suspension for
more extended periods of spamming activity?
To answer these questions, we conducted a two-month
investigative study of the second-generation of the spammers’
(S_G2) and (P_G2) promoters’ groups (see Table I). During
the two months, we followed or recorded the daily activities
of these accounts, including their new tweets (i.e., original,

Over the two months, the 200 accounts of the (S_G2)
and (P_G2) produced a total of 243, 037 low-quality tweets, as
illustrated in Figure 9. The spammers’ group accounted for a
large percentage, at nearly 72% of total spam tweets. The fact
that this vast number of tweets was generated by a subset of the
actual number of campaigns’ accounts is particularly alarming.
We believe that the two campaigns had a much larger number
of fake accounts, from which the 200 accounts are collected by
searching a few keywords and trending topics. This massive
number of spam tweets reflects the current crisis of Saudi
Arabian trending topics, where such accounts flood the trends
with disturbing and unsolicited content on a daily basis [39].
Twitter, on the other hand, had succeeded in suspending 55%
of the campaigns’ accounts over the two months but failed to
identify about 45% of the total number, which were still active
up to the last day of the experiment.
The average, median, and maximum number of tweets per
day for the suspended and active accounts are computed to
compare the posting ratios of the two groups. In addition, the
posing ratios of the genuine accounts is estimated by
computing these statistics for 1, 000 labeled accounts from our
previously collected dataset (see Section III). As shown in
Table III, the spammers continued to exhibit aggressive
behavior, with the highest posting ratio among the three
classes. Surprisingly, the active of (S_G2) accounts were more
aggressive than the suspended group, with an average of 90.21
tweets and an account share of over 6, 143 spam tweets per
day. The promoters group (P_G2) again showed a pattern that
closely matched the genuine accounts, with an average of
22.57 tweets per day. Regarding the groups’ social graphs,
almost 90% of the accounts maintained the same numbers of
followers and friends, and the rest of the accounts’ numbers
actually decreased during their spamming periods. That
indicated that these accounts were aimed at targeting a broad
audience in the trends instead of using the ―follow‖ function to
reach for specific victims.
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campaign exhibited very easily detectable behavior, as a result
of which 60% of their accounts were suspended either on the
first day or in less than five days (see Figure 13 (c)).
Furthermore, this study discovered that the long-lived
spammers’ accounts were ‖sleepers,‖ which meant that their
activities would pause for a short period of time. The
promoters’ accounts, on the other hand, posted fair numbers of
tweets daily; consequently, their activities (including their
tweets that were still public in the trends) persisted for a more
extended period than those of the spammers. As shown in
Figure 13 (b and d), only 18% of the promoters’ accounts
were suspended within 5 days of their activities.

Fig. 9. Total Number of (S_G2) and (P_G2) Tweets over Two Months.
DAILY AVERAGE OF TWEETS FOR THE GROUPS’ ACCOUNTS
AND GENUINE ACCOUNTS

TABLE III.

(S G2)

(P G2)
Genuine
Accounts

Average

Median

Maximum

Suspended accounts

59.22

29.5

707

Active accounts

90.21

37.5

6143

Suspended accounts

31.11

25

229

Active accounts

22.57

12.75

396

-

23

8

100

We defined the lifespans of these accounts as the duration
between the date of the first tweet that violated Twitter rules
and the date of the last tweet. We believe that this provides
a more precise definition of malicious account activities than
the interval between the account creation date and the that
of the latest tweet, since the interval time would incorporate
all an account’s activities, including its genuine early stage
in the case of compromised accounts (see Section IV-A).
Additionally, this definition gives a more accurate description
of how long these accounts can avoid suspension after their
first spam tweets.
Table IV provides the average, median, and maximum
duration of activities in days for the second-generation of
spammer and promoter accounts. In the case of suspended
accounts, the duration is the time between the first spam tweet
(most of these tweets occurred after Aug 1, 2019) and the date
of the last tweet before the account is suspended. For the
active accounts, the duration is the time between the first spam
tweets and the latest tweet shared by the account, and the
accounts were still active until the last day of the experiment.
As shown in Table IV, the average lifespan of the (S_G2)
accounts in the suspended group was less than that of the
suspended (P_G2) accounts, which is an expected outcome
due to their aggressive behavior. Also, Twitter could detect
the (S_G2) accounts faster than the accounts of (P_G2), as
shown in Figure 10. Even though the active (S_G2) accounts
had a longer average lifespan than the (P_G2) active accounts,
and their total number of accounts was at some point greater
than the (P_G2) accounts during the experiment (see Figure
10), the promoters’ campaign was more successful in
leveraging their accounts. In consequence, the spammers’

Also, the sets of the suspended accounts in both campaigns
are examined to clarify the relationship between the accounts’
lifespans and posting patterns. The primary assumption of this
experiment was that accounts with high posting ratios would
be more likely to be identified than those with lower posting
ratios. Figure 11 shows the average posting ratios per day
plotted against the lifespans of the suspended accounts. Many
promoters’ profiles shared 30 tweets a day on average, and
lived almost 30 days, as Figure 11 shows. For spammers’
accounts, they were more likely, regardless of their posting
ratio, to be identified within less than ten days. That situation,
however, does not extend to all campaign accounts, which
might be a result of other factors contributing to the suspension. For instance, accounts might be suspended after being
reported or flagged for containing disturbing or spamming
content by genuine users.
TABLE IV.

(S_G2)

(P_ G2)

SPAMMERS’ AND PROMOTERS’ ACCOUNTS’ ACTIVITY
DURATION IN DAYS
Average

Median

Maximum

Suspended accounts

16.75

3

190

Active accounts

42.56

16.5

269

Suspended accounts

20.22

23

51

Active accounts

21.18

6.5

73

Fig. 10. Illustration of Total Number of (S_G2) and (P _G2) Accounts over
the Two Months.
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Fig. 11. Duration of Suspended Accounts’ Activity and the DailyAverage of
Tweets.

Similarly, the activities of accounts in the suspended set
are examined and compared them to those of the active
accounts of the two campaigns. The purpose of this analysis is
to under- stand which account behaviors were the most
detectable, e.g., retweets, mentions, and centering accounts
(see Section IV-A). However, we could not adequately
compare all the behaviors due to the small number of secondgeneration accounts and the different samples in each group
(see Figure 12). Comparing our analysis results with previous
studies on Arabic-language spammers [10], [11], we first
found that the spam accounts’ lifespans in our dataset were
much longer than reported in other studies. In [11], for
example, it was found that 50% of accounts were detected and
suspended after their first spam tweet. In our case, only one
account in the promoters’ group was detected after three
tweets, while the rest of the suspended accounts shared 6 to 1,
780 tweets before suspension (see Figure 13 (b)). For the
spammer groups, only 2% of total accounts were detected
after five or fewer tweets, while the rest shared through their
spamming period from 6 to 6, 101 tweets (see Figure 13 (a)).

Fig. 13. Lifespans of Suspended Accounts in Days and Total Numbers of
Tweets before the Suspension.

C. Practice of Managing Spam Accounts
Malicious campaigns are commonly known to use
software to efficiently and quickly manage an enormous
number of fake accounts [14], [40], [41]. Such accounts are
known as botnets, which are fake accounts on social media
that are fully or partially controlled by software. A
synchronized or identical timestamp is an essential feature that
defines such users. In this section, therefore, the timing of
activities of the campaigns’ accounts are examined to identify
botnet-like behavior.
In the case of our dataset, different spamming strategies involve various social interactions such as tweeting, retweeting,
mentioning, and favoriting. Accounts that share a high volume
of tweets in a short time are more likely to be part of a botnet
[36], [42], [43], [44]. Among the two groups, the spammers’
accounts tended to post a larger number of tweets daily (see
Table III for average and maximum numbers of daily tweets).
Secondly, synchronized retweets from a set of accounts are a
strong indicator of software or botnet accounts. According to
our previous experiment regarding several clusters’ timestamps
from the two campaigns [12], we found that the accounts have
synchronized retweet timestamps. Figure 14 shows an example
of a central account’s activities over a couple of hours and
the retweet timestamps. The account received all the retweets
in seconds after posting the original tweets, as is shown in
the figure. Thereby, we concluded that these accounts are
simultaneously controlled to automatically perform specific
tasks such as retweeting, replying, and favoriting. However, we
found instances of accounts belonging to the promoters’ group
that exhibited human-like behavior in which they engaged in
meaningful conversation with genuine accounts, for example,
answering questions.

Fig. 12. Type of Accounts that were Suspended or Still Active for the Two
Campaigns.
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Fig. 14. Timestamps of Original Tweets and Retweets.

Fig. 16. Sources most used by Promoter Accounts.

V. SUMMARY OF ARABIC SPAM CAMPAIGNS’
CHARACTERISTICS
The following points summarize the findings of our indepthstudy:
 The spammers’ and promoters’ campaigns mainly
involve accounts that are compromised or stolen from
legitimate owners, and their lifespans are often greater
than 1, 500 days, or four years.
 Both campaigns targeted trending topics through
coordinated account groups, and they attempted to
manipulate the reputations of their tweets in order
to reach to the―top tweets‖ tab.
Fig. 15. Sources most used by Spammer Accounts.

The source of an account’s tweets might also indicate a
sign of possible automated control, wherein some of these
sources facilitate this process more than others [45]. We
identified two major sources used by the two campaigns:
Twitter Web Client and TweetDeck, as illustrated in Figures
15, 16. These two sources are generally known for services
that involve scheduling future activities and managing multiple
accounts. Also, we found that Twitter for iPhone and Twitter
for Android were the sources most used by genuine accounts.
Additionally, about 40% of the spammer accounts and 38% of
the promoter accounts used two sources in their tweets,
whereas less than 18% of genuine accounts used two sources.
This suggests that some of these accounts are controlled by
both humans and software, which results in human- and
botnet-like behavior at the same time.

 Both campaigns had high self-similarity ratios, with
40% of accounts having a 0.7 similarity ratio, and in
general, their content was significantly different from
real users’ content.
 The spammers’ campaign exhibited very easily
detectable behavior, as a result of which 60% of
accounts were suspended in less than five days. The
promoters’ accounts, in contrast, posted a fair number
of tweets daily, and consequently, their activities
(including tweets that were still public in the trends)
persisted for more extended periods than those of the
spammers.
 We found that the campaigns’ accounts were more suc
cessful in avoiding Twitter suspension than previously
reported in the literature.
 These accounts are partially controlled by human and
software, which results in human- and botnet-like
behavior at the same time.
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VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an in-depth analysis of two malicious
Arabic-language campaigns on Twitter. They were selected
due to illegal practices that were longer-running and more frequent compared to other groups. The primary purpose of this
analysis is to examine the content and behavior of malicious
Arabic-language groups, including their respective numbers of
accounts, spamming tactics, lifespans, and methods used to
control these accounts. To this end, we examined six hundred
profiles of the two campaigns that were divided into two
generations; the first generation’s activity took place on AprDec 2018, and the second-generation’s activity on Aug-Sep
2019. Through this study, we have shown that compromised
accounts that were usually over 1, 500 days or four years old
were the accounts most used by the two campaigns.

[6]

Both campaigns focused on trends through organized
account groups, through which they tried to manipulate their
tweets’ reputations to reach the top tweets tab; this
spamming tacticis clearly shown in their interaction graphs.
Secondly, they had straightforward detectable content and
their profiles had high ratios of text similarity, with 40% of the
accounts having similarity ratios of over 0.7, and in addition,
most of them used the same word sets to deliver their
messages. Furthermore, we have demonstrated through our 2month experiment on second-generation accounts that these
accounts have avoided Twitter suspension more effectively
than has been previously reported in the literature. Among the
spammer and promoter campaigns, the promoter campaign
was more successful in leveraging their accounts, and their
profiles could avoid suspension for a longer period than the
spammers’ accounts. Finally, they are more likely to use
script or software for managing and automating some of their
actions, in particular, retweeting and responding.

[11]

The analysis provided in this paper has essentially
revolved around two malicious Arabic-language campaigns on
Twitter. Although most other malicious campaigns either
disseminate spam URLs or promote a certain product or
service, some of these groups are worth investigating in future
research. For example, we found through this study that
many groups of fake accounts that offer a service are
explicitly manipulating trending topics. This is an interesting
area for future work: first to study the trending topics and
identify low-quality trending hashtags or topics, and second to
investigate the techniques used by these accounts to
manipulate topics.

[17]
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